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A studio
with tradition
By JEN FARRELL n While Starshaped Press has been a design and

letterpress printing studio for 12 years, my focus shifted about six years
ago to printing exclusively with metal and wood type.

There were a few reasons for doing
this, with the main one being a desire
to continue printing with some of the
incredible type in my collection and

because I immensely enjoy the challenge of working within physical parameters to create dynamic designs.
Another reason was to distinguish

the work I was producing from the
burgeoning community of printers
working with polymer plates, a process I was not interested in exploring.

And while a few jobs require copper or
magnesium cuts for the inevitable logo
or small image necessary on some jobs,
I prefer that all work leaving the studio be entirely set by hand, or carved
from linoleum.

Jen Farrell at the press.

The Starshaped Press web site is
worth a look!

Because I’ve always wanted Starshaped to be a job shop, I have found
that the most important aspect of keeping the traditional process of letterpress
alive is maintaining an open dialog
with every client. It usually becomes
clear in our first conversation if they
are excited to work with an antiquated
process, or if they are looking strictly
for what I call the ‘new’ style of letterpress work, or that which is done using
polymer plates to create a heavy deboss
into thick cotton papers. Because of the
popularity of this style now, I find there
is a skewed idea of the history of letterpress printing and it's my job to make
sure potential clients understand where
our shop fits in this picture.
My clients tend to be those that are
anxious to support an artisanal craft
and they seek out the personal connections that exist when working with
a small shop.
Without having an MBA
or being an economics professor, I believe that this is the
reason that Starshaped has seen
incredible growth in the last few
years, with 2011 being an absolute boon. About half of my client

base is in Chicago (with the rest being
both national and international), and
they love coming into the studio to see
the process and, if the timing works out,
the forms for their job (I also photograph forms to email to non-Chicago
clients).
While I feel that I am capable of very
high quality printing with metal and
wood type, I have found that it’s desirable to dial back the ‘perfection’ mode
to allow for humble patches to show
in each piece. If a slightly lighter or
smudgy ‘e’ appears but is still readable,
I’ll leave it. If the client even notices,
they point it out to their peers as part
of the inherent charm of the process.
Polymer letterpress printing has
removed all of these unique flaws
and happy accidents and is so perfect
looking that I jokingly call it ‘the new
offset.’ It certainly has its appeal and
place in the print world now, but is
not a part of my shop vernacular.
After consulting with a client about the specifics of their job,
I will put together a rough digital
mock up of the piece that approximates what the final will
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look like. I do this by printing black
and white scanned proofs of all of our
borders, ornaments and type for which
there is no digital version. Many of
the typefaces are relatively common
and I’ve been able to find close digital
reproductions, allowing me to put together the mock ups quickly.
Obviously there are differences in
spacing between the two mediums,
and if there are any large discrepancies between the digital and actual
print versions, I’ll show it to the client
before proceeding. Again, the clients
love being a part of both the design
and organic typesetting aspects of traditional letterpress printing.
I am not swayed by those who write
off these methods as too limiting for
modern design work, and with a semistreamlined process of design, typesetting and printing, Starshaped runs
between one and five jobs a week, depending on the complexity. I’m happy
to rise to the challenges that metal and
wood type present, and much of our
work showcases some of the fascinating techniques I’ve seen from print
shops of the early 20th century and
beyond.
n
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This is a recent job
sample: Starbaby
T-shirts tags
This client was looking for a
simple and small hang tag for
her new line of children’s tshirts (we’ve worked together
before on an adult line). She
definitely preferred the look
of recycled papers and wanted
a shape that was either round
or had round corners. After
working up 6 different options for both
design and format,
she settled on this
one here, a 2” square
flipped
diagonally.
This was a prototype
run of 200, so we
skipped the die cutting this time around
and printed the cards
diagonally
instead,
followed by a trim
and corner rounding.

Rich Hopkins, known to all of us
as a dedicated letterpress printer
has had a secret life (well, to
some). Since offset took over the
commercial printing field, some
50 years ago...he has also been
deeply involved in cold type/offset. Now he observes its demise.

hose who know of me
probably know that I am a
Monotype freak and that I have a
basement full of Monotype matrices and seven casters in operational
condition. What you may not know
is that I have two feet: one firmly implanted in the traditional Monotype/
letterpress arena. The other foot has
kept me right up there with modern
technology.
Almost simultaneous with my acqui-
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BY RICH HOPKINS

Will
letterpress
outlast
offset?
sition of my first Monotype machine
in 1971, I became a weekly newspaper
owner, buying a shop which already
had converted to cold-type methods,
be they ever so humble.
Devious Mike O’Connor bopped
what seemed a harmless email to me
recently, asking about “where the industry was going,” and I was stupid enough
to try to answer his question. Now he’s
asked me to re-state everything in the
form of “what’s happened/what’s hap-

pening” article for my type-slinging
friends via the APA Journal. So here goes.
At the time I bought (with a partner)
the Preston County News, I had three
years of involvement with cold type.
Along with being an associate professor of typography and advertising
at West Virginia University’s School
of Journalism, the dean had dumped
the job on me of converting the college daily newspaper to offset; I had
to acquire all the necessary equipment.
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That was around 1969 and believe it
or not, one serious option still was
Teletype-driven Linotypes and repro
proofs made for subsequent pasteup.
Yes, I talked with a Linotype salesman.
Instead, I went with the IBM Magnetic Tape Selectric Composer system,
which turned out very suitable work
using the bouncy-ball strike-on technology, driven by files stored on magnetic tape cartridges. When it worked,
it was wonderful, but maintenance
from factory-trained reps was required
almost weekly.
(Coincidentally, this is how I first met
our fellow APA member Austin Jones.
He was an IBM tech rep who occasionally worked on my equipment and
somehow hot type and letterpress got
into our conversation and we have found
ample common ground ever since!)
For headlines we had the Varityper
spin-a-disk system and also a Morisawa headline setter which, though truly
a Rube-Goldberg device, did turned
out decent work when you used it
properly. You could even set stacked
lines, composing directly onto 6-inchwide roll photo paper. To do the newspaper, we pasted up 12 to 16 full-sized

pages every day—that was me and a
bunch of work-study students who
got paid a pittance for working from
about 3 until midnight or later each
day. The local daily newspaper did the
camera and press work.
Buying the weekly newspaper was
a frightening step backwards. It was
equipped with Friden Justowriters
which punched 8-level tape which
drove a second typewriter-like unit
which output justified, corrected columns of type on narrow paper. For
headlines we had a Typro device sold
by Friden which used 35mm paper
and fonts loaded on 35 mm film. You
found the letter you wanted and en-

Friden Justowriters

gaged an exposure lamp while you advanced the width of the letter. Then you
released the exposure lamp and started
searching for the next letter. We called
it our “Mickey Mouse” machine for it
was a near wonder whenever we got
a good, well-spaced headline out of
the machine. Developing the photo
paper was crazy. In subdued light you
literally dunked it into developer with
your hands, swished it around until
the image came up, and then splashed
it into a bath of fixer. My hands always
stunk of hypo. Its scary to think such
primitive equipment had replaced Linotypes and Ludlows. It was much
less expensive and though probably
more time-consuming than hot-metal
equipment, somehow you got the job
done and thought you’d saved money.
Phototypesetting was beginning to
come into its own, so when I decided
to start a commercial printing plant
around 1975 as an adjunct to the
newspaper, I searched long and hard
and ended up with a Mergenthaler
VIP system. The product was excellent.
It was driven by 8-level perforator tape
and for a while, we drove it with tape
from the Friden Justowriter. That soon
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cash into test equipment, fonts a lot cheaper than the other guys,
I learned to synchronize and generally they were better made
the drum by sound, and too. We went through a couple Edit
lots of fiddling. I literally Writers and a headline setter but the
spent hours with my head technology was moving so very fast
inside the VIP listening nothing lasted very long. At this time
and tweaking. This ma- you still couldn’t see what you had
chine had a whopping 8 produced until the photo-set material
kb of memory! Mergen- was developed. If the mistake was bad
thaler sold the machine enough, you had to re-set it, and that
with a spare parts kit. You became more expensive. A cheaper
change out a part, re- option was an Xacto knife and about
turn the bad one to them, a hundred spare blades. Then the Vaand they’d credit you for rityper company came out with a
the part. Their bookeep- digital typesetting system which was
ing got so screwed up at a true wysiwyg (what you see is what
This 1980s photo shows Rich Hopkins with his head inside one time they said I owed
you get) system with the image being
the Mergenthaler VIP phototypesetting system. It had a
them $15,000
spinning disk carrying up to six fonts, which stopped after
each letter was exposed. It produced excellent copy but the for parts. Needfont drum often got out of synchronization, meaning either less to say, phoRich fixed it or they made $500 call for service.
totypesetting in
was replaced with AKI and Varityper its infancy could be a very
keyboards. This device used mounted expensive proposition. Very
film fonts with up to six on a drum si- expensive.
multaneously. The drum spun, stopped,
It didn’t last very long eiflashed the letter, and then spun for ther. Manufacturers were
the next letter at break-neck speed. It still in love with big-ticket
was great when it worked properly, but devices until an outfit called In the days of photocomposition, this was a major step
the drum frequently got out of synch Compugraphic came on the forward . . . a CRT screen revealing all the keystrokes and
and rather than dump a bunch of scene, selling machines and codes entered by the operator, with data stored on a floppy disk.
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The age
of the...

floppy

A graphic representation of what’s
happened with fonts and storage capacity since digital media came on
line in the 1980s.
The large floppy disk in the background with the word “type” on
it was an 8-inch flexible disk which
had the capacity
for holding about
four different
fonts of type in
digital form with
the advent of the
Varityper CompEdit system.
Next is the old
standard 5¼inch floppy disk,
which had increased capacity, when
compared with its larger cousin, but
could hold about four digital fonts.
The standard 3½-inch floppy disk,
which featured a rigid plastic case,
got even smaller, with increased
storage capacity. It could hold several fonts, but quite limited space
when compared with the tiny MicroSD flash memory card shown on
the green circle, top right. This particular one (about the size of a penny) has an 8-gigabyte capacity and
can hold literally hundreds of fonts.

drawn on a huge CRT screen right in
front of you. If you found an error or a
formatting problem, you could change
the code to fix the error and for the
first time, you could turn out a fullyformatted, corrected page with windows for halftones, etc. Instead of saving yellowed, wax-covered pasteups,
now you started saving files on huge
8-inch floppy disks. The fonts came on
8-inch floppies too and they were so
expensive, I duplicated them and kept
the original disks in the safe deposit
box at the bank!
This “Comp-Edit” system was cutting-edge technology and we used it
effectively for at least five years, until about 1982 when Postscript came
on the scene. What a frightening
thing that was. I remember going to
a graphic arts show in Washington,
DC, where Varityper, Mergenthaler,
Compugraphic, Singer, and all sorts
of other phototypesetting companies were there with their wares, with
pricetags ranging from $15,000 to a
quarter million, depending on what
you were looking at. Back in the corner was an office supply vendor who
had what he called a Birmysetter and

the whole thing cost only $2,500 plus
a PC computer. What amazed me was
that Compugraphic and Mergenthaler
had the same machine (except for cosmetic variations) for lots more money.
In just a few months all the big-ticket
devices disappeared and issues of proprietary fonts evaporated instantly.
Though my Varityper system still was
fully functional, I was into computers
and could see the great advantage of
not having to import and export files
to a foreign device. All my customers
had PCs and could give me their files.
Since the Birmysetter was run by a
personal computer, it was a no-brainer!
After we got past the tremendous
hurdle of learning Pagemaker 3.0 (I
believe that was our first one) we soon
found ourselves producing more and
more of our work on the Birmy, instead of the Varityper. When I came
up against need for a huge repair job
on the Varityper, I took it out of production once and for all, and we wandered out onto a new playing field with
our trusty Birmysetter. Total Varityper
investment? Over $120,000. A very
expensive boat anchor, made obsolete
almost overnight by a newfangled giz-
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ter originally was intended to produce
plates for only one press. In two weeks
we were generating polyester plates for
every small press in the shop. Quick as
a wink, our whole very expensive ColorKey color proofing system was unplugged, and our NuArc platemaker
sat in the corner gathering dust. Same
for the filmsetter. We no longer had
need for film. Even our trusty process
camera stood idle. We did all the halftones and everything else on the computer.
My little offset plant had existed
only about 25 years, had always been
driven by phototypesetting (never any
hot metal), and I had expended probably a third to half-million dollars on
various systems. But now it all has beEveryone has seen pictures of presses and
in the middle of February. In recent memory, come totally obsolete—virtually usepressrooms. Rich decided you'd prefer to see
it's never gotten below 30 degrees below
less.
the outside of his building (Pioneer Press) . . . zero (F) in Terra Alta.
For about 10 years now the offset
Then a reasonably priced platesetting printing industry has been flirting
mo costing less than $5,000!
Almost the same thing happened system was introduced by a small in- with the idea of “direct-to-press,” in
with phototypesetting. Once we got dependent company called RipIT. For addition to the direct-to-plate proproficient with Pagemaker, Photoshop, about $25,000 I had a complete com- cesses I have just mentioned. We hear
etc., we started generating film instead puter system plus a platesetting system little about direct-to-press now, for it’s
of photo paper for pasteup. A big film and the RipIT system also included a too expensive and too unreliable. But
processor came into the shop with calibrated HP inkjet printer hooked another strange thing has come on
its associated maintenance problems. to it as a proofing device. The plateset- the scene with the continued develop-
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Rich Hopkins and his pressmen Chris DeLauder and Ron Doak standing on the Hamada
B452 4-color offset press. Within two months
of negotiating his purchase of this machine

ment of xerographic printing devices
(laser printers) and inkjet devices too.
They’ve gotten so good and so automated they’re taking work away from
printing plants such as mine . . . and in
a big way! Though we have a four-color press, often we find ourselves doing
jobs on our Konica-Minolta color laser
printer, and it’s difficult to tell the difference in the product. Similar devices
are hooked in tandem with collating,

polyester plates we would have needed
to print the job.
And so, at the tail end of my 50-year
career as a printer, I see the industry once again going into a tumultuous revolution. But the consequences
this time are far more disastrous. The
world no longer needs as many printers; customers often are doing the
work themselves and only when it’s
needed. No long pressruns anymore.
Certainly home-grown printing is
inferior to that done by a competent
commercial printer, but people aren’t
willing to pay for the skills and talents
we’re talking about. Price has become
(new), the company that sold it to Rich quit
the only consideration, and there’s no
selling Hamada presses. He has had the press
since 2004 and it’s totally obsolete today.
value given to the skills and personal
attention of a good printer. It’s simply
binding and trimming equipment, so is not fun anymore.
I guess the best I can say is that I
now it’s easy and inexpensive to turn
out just one copy of a finished book . . . have worked myself right out of a job,
one copy, and at a cost of under $10.00 and thousands of other printers have
too! Just last week we turned out a 60- done the same thing—to a tune of
page book with a full-color laminated about 15 to 20% of all plants closing
and perfect bound cover. Total time in every year.
No problem. I’ll go back to the
production (we subcontracted the job)
for 500 copies? Three days including Monotype plant I have in my baseshipping to and fro. My cost for get- ment. Now that’s still fun! Just think of
ting it done was less than what the all the hardware my Monotype equipment has outlived! Who has saved any
phototypesetting equipment?
n
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Winter is coming and it's a good time to line up APA projects!
impressed by the great bundle participation in 2011, and some of the outstanding pieces that have popped up
from month to month. It is very encouraging, too, when you see that the
art of letterpress continues to flourish.
With that in mind, the midwest
JIM DAGGS
committee is putting together workIt has been a beautiful fall season shop/seminars for the Iowayzgoose in
in Iowa this year, and it seems to be June, and I believe there are about six
holding on longer than Fall usually or seven separate workshops lined up
does. Winter in this part of the coun- so far. We have some great workshop
try can come early and shorten an en- leaders on board for these sessions,
and as soon as we get the final ones
joyable fall — so far so good.
As the leaves change and the tem- put together we will get the list out to
peratures turn crisp I find myself lining you for early registration. Yes, you will
up “winter projects” in the letterpress need to register for these sessions, and
and hot metal shop. In the course of include a modest workshop fee to covdoing that, I realize that I have quite er costs. I am very impressed with the
a few winter projects left undone from
last winter. Better plan to get those
taken care of first.
There are number of bundle ideas
I want to get printed, and it’s always
good to not put them off and then get
caught short toward the end of the
year. I should add that I’ve been very

talent that we are bringing together
for these — and I’m sure you will be
enthused as well.
Well, it’s Friday evening, and it looks
like I will be able to spend Saturday
in the letterpress and hot metal shop.
It’s going to be a crsip, cold autumn
night and I will turn on a couple of
the pots before going home. One of
my favorite experiences is opening up
the shop door on a crsip fall Saturday
morning and smelling the warmth of
heated pots and warm, old iron in the
shop. There’s nothing quite like that
experience.
Now, let’s get those bundle projects
organized and set-up, and get them
printed and off to the Wrzesinski’s.
Keep that bundle bulging!
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thousands of people across the country. As APHA members and/or letterpress printers, you need to know about
Kickstarter and you should be sure to
watch Kyle’s online video.
Her project reached more than double her $8,000 funding target by its
January 3, 2011, deadline. She received
enough money to buy a 1982 Chevy
Step Van; refurbish the inside for
both printing and living; stock it with
equipment and supplies for a couple
hundred demonstrations, workshops,
and talks; and a lot of gallons of gas.
After watching her progress from
the start in Portland, Oregon, we
could see that she would be in the
DC area the first week of November.
Keepsake produced by Lead Graffiti on the occasion of Moveable Type at the Library of Congress. Ray’s widely-traveled daughter, Terre,
makes a great observation about traveling. “When you go somewhere, go
somewhere there.”
Every stop on Kyle’s trip is a stoSince we first heard of Kyle Durrie’s
Kyle launched her Moveable Type ry, but we wanted her stop with the
Moveable Type: a crosscountry adven- project on KickStarter.com in late Chesapeake Chapter of APHA to rise
ture in letterpress printing, we knew 2010. We like to think of our own let- to the top. So, where do you meet for
we wanted to connect her with the terpress studio, Lead Graffiti, as part a talk in Washington, DC, that rises
Chesapeake Chapter of the American of an ongoing history of letterpress to the top? Hmmm. How about the
Printing History Association, cen- printing and Kyle’s project was go- Library of Congress? Just standing
tered in Washington, DC.
ing to spread that current history to in the place gives me shivers. Talking

PRINTSHOP GOES ON THE ROAD

By Ray Nichols & Jill Cypher
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there would have to be a major moment during her journey. Consulting with Mark
Dimunation, Chief of Rare
Books, and Dan De Simone, Curator of the Rosenwald Collection, we settled
on 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday,
November 2.
Kyle was leaving Philadelphia where she had just spent
Chapter of the American Printing History Association in two days and we invited her
the Rosenwald Room of the Library of Congress.
to spend the night with us in
Newark, Delaware, in a nice,
warm bed. We started out
early Wednesday for a tour
of the Lead Graffiti studiio
and to offer her a choice of
one of our recent Tour de
Lead Graffiti poster series
prints. A quick early lunch
stop at IKEA for Swedish
meatballs (one of our rituals
for driving to/from Washington), with a detour so we
Kyle Durrie showing her showcard press in the Moveable didn’t drive with a propane
Type truck.
tank into the Baltimore
Tunnel, and we arrived in the capitol.
Keep in mind that parking a 22-footlong white truck close to a government

building like the Library of Congress
is essentially impossible. Dan De Simone carried the day by reserving two
spaces in a public parking lot only two
blocks from the Library. That made
guest visits to tour the truck easily accessible after Kyle’s talk.
To make sure there were plenty
of notable experiences for Kyle, our
first stop in the LOC was to get her
a reader’s card, after which we visited the Rare Book Reading Room.
As the LOC is a public library, you
can request to see almost anything
(and maybe absolutely anything) in
the collection of 22 gazillion things
worth looking at if you are equipped
with your reader’s card (you just cannot check things out as that privilege
is reserved for members of Congress).
We selected three books we thought
might create a memorable experience.
We started with Nicolas Janson’s
1470 edition of Eusebius. Janson constructed the first roman typeface on
the basis of typographical principles, as
opposed to the old manuscript models,
and that typeface was first employed
in this book—it is stunning.
Our second was Ludovico Arrighi’s
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Waiting for an inside view of the Moveable Type truck.

(a papal scribe) La Operina from 1522.
The small 32-page work printed from
woodcuts was the first book promoting the italic script known as Chancery Cursive.
The third item was The Four Gospels from the Golden Cockerel Press.
It contains unbelieveably precise typographic illustrations by Eric Gill and
Kyle went through it page-by-page.
By then it was showtime.

Kyle’s talk to a standing-room only
audience of APHA members, Library of Congress staff, students from
Corcoran College of Art and Design,
and others was heavily illustrated with
photos of visits, the truck, and printed
examples from Power & Light Press.
Moveable Type seems like such a fallout-of-the-sky idea, but listening to
what lead up to the idea was fascinating, especially the connection to mu-

sic and the earliest versions of traveling presses. The question and answer
session afterwards was never going to
stop, so we paused it long enough to
adjourn to the truck. By the time we
got there, about 20 people were already standing there politely waiting
for someone to unlock the door. The
questions and answers continued.
As the sun set, we opted for a convivial and hot meal at a nearby pub
before everyone went their separate
ways. You can follow the rest of Kyle’s
journey at her site. If you are close to
the future path of Moveable Type, you
should get in touch and see if you can
arrange for Kyle to stop her letterpress
truck. You’ll love meeting her.
And the next time you are in Washington, DC, plan to visit the Library
of Congress and drop into the Great
Hall. Get your reader’s card if you don’t
have one (takes 10 minutes or less in
Room 140 in the Madison Building),
and then look at something awesome
(Rare Book Reading Room is in the
Jefferson Building). Easy as pie.
n
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